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Fourier Transform Spectroscopy ofHSiCb Molecule in 600-5000 cm-I
Region
Alexander NADEZHDINSKII and Victor Plotnichenko
Genera/ Physics 11lstihlte, Russiall Academy 01Sciellces
Vavi/ova 38, //7942, Moscow, Russia
Silicoo organic molecules usage in differeot semiconductor technologies arises interest to
their spectra. In present paper we are coosidering spectra of HSiCh molecule. Spectra
were obtained by IFS-1I3v Fourier Transform spectrometer witb 0.03 and 0.1 cm-I
resolution in 60o..S000 cm-I region. Samples of high pure HSiCh with oatural isotopes
abuudance were used in e"..perimeot. Identificatioo of fimdamentals, combined and
difference bands, and overtooes was dooe. Set of spectroscopic coostants determined
provides prediction of calcu1ated ftequencies witb respect to measured ones witbin
experimenta1 error. Analytical baods were chosen taking into accouut possible
interference witb absorptioo band of different molecular components in Silicon organic
gas mixtures to be analyzed. Intensities of analytical absorptiou bands of HSiCh
molecu1e were determined.
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Molecular Impurities Detection in Silicon Organic Gas Mixture Using
Fourier Transform Spectroscopy
Alexander

NADEZHDINSKII

and Victor PLOTNICHENKO

General Physics 11Istitute, RussiaJl Academy ofSciences
Vavilova 38, 117942, Moscuw, Russia

Silicon organic molecules sucb as HSiCh. SiCI., SiF4, etc. staned to be used in some
high tecbnologies (manufacturing of pure S~ glass optical fibers, etc.). Quality of final
product depends dramaticaUy on purity of gases uSÎDgin sucb tecbnologies. The task of
present work was to determine main impurities in analyze gas mixtures uSÎDgFourier
Transform Spectroscopy (FTS). IFS 113v FTS was used to analyze different pure
molecular samples (HSiCh, SiCI., SiF4). Detection limit of different molecuJar impurities
in SiliCODorganic gases at the moment varies for different impurities ftom 0.5 ppm to 20
ppm. Above this limit some molecules were detected (H2SiCh, HCI, CO, C~) and their
concentratÎoDS were measured for different gas mixtures obtained ftom different
tecbnologies providing information about technology processes.
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DENSITY OF VIBRATIONAL STATES OF A GIVEN SYMMETRY
TYPE FOR OCTAHEDRAL AB6 MOLECULES
PAVEL SOLDÁNA AND BORIS 1. ZHJLJNSKIIb

AJ.Heyrovský lnstitute of Physical Chelllistry,Academy of Sciencesof the
Czech Republic, Dolejskova3, 182 23 Prague 8, Czech Republic
bUniversitédu Littoral, Dunkerque, 59279,France

Exp\icit analytical formulas for the densities of states of different symmetry
types are found within the generating function approach developed recently for this
kind of problems by Sadovskii and Zhilinskiil

.

Analytical

ca\culations

are realized

with the help of MAPLE. The behavior of regular and osci\1atory parts of the density
of states in the limit of high vibrational excitation is analyzed as a function of the
ratio of fundamental

harmonic frequencif'.5. SF6 and UF6 molecules are studied as

concrete examples. Several simple models of the ratio of fundamental frequencies
A..
V1-.'

. V2E. .. V3F.. .. V4F.. .. V5F2. .. V6F2.

are analyzed.
Special attention is paid to the asymptotic behavior of the regular part of density of states. It is demonstrated

that the integral partial numbers of states of certain

symmetry type converge rapidly to their asymptotic values defined completely by
dimensions of corresponding irreducible representations in accordance witb the COIIjecture made earlier by Quack2 . The behavior of the osci\1atorypart is much more
dependent on the ratio of fundamental

frequencies.

Different sources of errors in regular and oscil\atory parts of densities relatf'd
with rational approximation for the ratio of harmonic frequencies and with the
anharmonic corrections wil\ be discussed. Possible applications of the generating
function method for crude estimatioll of vibratiollal densities of different symmetry
types for other highly symmetrical rigid and non-rigid molecules wi\l be outlined.

I D. SADOVSKlJ AND B. 1. ZIIILJNSI(IJ, J. Chrm.
2

M.

Phys.

103, 10520-10.'):!6 (199.')).

QUAt:K A1ol.Phys. 34,477 (1977).
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A priori description of molecular rotation: critical phenomena in
rotational dynamics of A. molecule (Td) and its isotope derivatives
SERGEI V. PETROV., BORIS I. ZHILlNSKllh
.Cbemistry

Department, MoscolV State University, 119899 MOSCOIV,
Russia,
6Université du Lit!oral, Dunkerque, 59279, FTance

The poster will present theoretical approach allowing one to analyze the rotational structure of molecules in the case of strong structural deformations caused by
fast molecular rotations. lt is well kl1owl1that the qualitative topological properties
of the set of classical trajectories
tics of quantum rotational

determine completely such important characteris-

multiplets as type of rotational

clusters and presence of

regular sequences of these clusters. The qualitative properties of the set of classical
trajectories may be studied on the basis of stability analysis of stationary points of
effective rotational Hami1ton's function.
We define the effective rotatiol1al Hami1ton's function from the total classical
rovibrational Hami1ton's function by minimizing it with respect to vibrational coordinates and conjugated
momentum components.

momenta and assuming no restrictions on the total angular
The corresponding effective rotational classical Hamilto-

nian describes the rotation of molecule il1the ground vibrational state assuming that
the vibrational deformation

adiabatically

follows the molecular rotation.

Effective

rotational Hami1ton's function depends on the direction of the angular momentum
vector J (assuming that its absolute value J which is an integral of motion for free
molecule is fixed). This effective rotational function is known as so called Rotational
Energy Surface. The qualitative description of molecular rotation can be done by
bifurcation analysis of this Rotational Energy Surface.
The results of the analysis of the rotational dynamics of A. molecule (with poil1t
symmetry group Td) and its isotope derivatives will be present. The critical values
of angular momentum

corresponding to nonlocal C2 symmetry brokel1 bifurcatioll1

are derived as a function of molecular parameters.

I I. M. PAVLICIIENKOVAND B. I. ZIIILINSKII, CritÌC"al phenomena in rotational
spectra. - 111111.
Phys. (N. Y.) 184.1-32
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(1988).
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MOBILITIES

,

OF ANION SD- AND CATION SD+ IN A HE DISCHARGE BY

VELOCITY

I\IODULATlON DIODE LASER SPECTROSCOPY

Zdenek Zelinger SvatQPluk CiW
J. Heyrovský JlIstftute 01PhySICll/Chemlstry, Academy 01Sclences 01the Czech
Repub/lc, Do/eßlcova 3, 18223 Prague 8, Czech Repub/lc
Velocity modulaûoD diode 1aser spectroscopy was used for In sltu measurements of
iODmobilities. We were able to measure simuhaneously velocity modulated lines ofthe
3DÍODSD- and the caûon SD+ in the same He discbarge.
Due to our fast bigb voltage modu1ator we cou1d apply a simple model for velocity
modulated line-profile based ODa tempora1 dependence ofthe ve10city that is close to
a square-wave.
We measured pressure dependences of Doppler sbifts and dependences of the
reduced ion mobilities ODthe parameter EIN. We bave compared mobiliûes of the
3DÍon SD- and the caÛODSD+ in the He discharge for bigber values of EIN: the
mobility of the caÛODSD+ increases with EIN in comparison with the 3DÍODSD- in
raûo about J1SD+1J1SD- .. 8.41(28)14.16(22).

S3'Iá v
L

'.
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'DIE C-H S'IREl'OIING BANDS
AND 'DIE TCØSIaw.
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POl'ENTIAL OF D~
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Global Fit of the

B-XSystem

OLEG GOLONZKA,

Department

of N8:J Using a new Model

DAVID T. VITUCCIO,

Hamiltonian

AND WOLFGANG E. ERNST

o( Physics, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA
16802, USA.

The Ã and X states of Na3 c.an be thought of as ordinary asyrnmetric rotors
(complicated slightly by spin-rotation interaction) but the B state must be treated
as a floppy molecule since it exhibits an almost free pseudorotational motion.' 1
Because of the peculiar nature of the centrifugal distortion in the

à state,

previous

fitting of the B-X system has been most successful for P and R type transitions
involving ground state levels chracterized by .1, Ka, Ke = .1, 0, .1 or .J, 1, .1-1, i.e.,
levels with J-Ke = 0 or 1.
This presentation will de.scribe our progress in globally fitting recently recorded3
transitions involving levels with J-Ke >1 in order to rnore thoroughly test the correctness of the recently developed rnodel Hamiltonian.2 In addition, our experiments
have revealed an unexpected splitting of each Coriolis component in pseudorotational
states with angular momentum quantum nurnber j~l.
larger Coriolis splitting itself-is

approximately

arises from some type of interaction

This small splitting-like

proportional

the

to j.4 We believe it

between the electron spin angular momentum

and the pseudorotational angular momentum.
nomenon will also be discussed.

Our attempts to describe this phe-

I N. 0IlASII1, M. TSUURA AND J. T.
HOUGEN, J. Mol. Spcctro~c.173. ï9-99
(1995).
1 N. 0IlASHJ, M. TSUURA, .1. T. HOUGEN, W. E. ERNST AND S. RAI\OWSI\Y.
TO UE PUUL1SIJED.
3

D.T.

~

W. E. ERNST AND S. RAKOWSI,y, f'hyl'. Rcu. Lrtl. 74,58 (19\15).

VITUCCIO,

O. GOLONZKA AND "vV. E. ERNST, TO 8E PU8L1SIIED.
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Optical-optical

double resonance spectroscopy
systems of Na3

of the Ã-X and B-X

DAVID T. VITUCCIO, OLEG GOLONZKA, AND WOLFGANG E. ERNST
Department o( Physics, The Pennsylvania State University, State College, PA
16802, USA.

B state

In the

pseudorotational

of Na3, the three sodium nuclei can perform and almost free

motion in the molecular plane. This purely vibrational movement

i~ characterized by quantum numbers u (denoting the radial displacement amplitude)
and j (the vibronic angular momentum).
for j~l,

each rotational

Furthermore,
quantized.1

level in the

Recent work from this lab has shown that

B state

splits

into two Coriolis

components.

this study indicates that the vibronic angular momentum is integer
The corresponding

assuming well separated
numbers J$13.

rotational

bands-as

analysis was based on a simple model

is the case for u~l-aDd

rotational

quantum

We report on new optical-optical double resonance experiments in which the frequency of the labeling laser was tuned to a transition in the Ã-X system-previously
investigated

by the groups of Demtrõder 2 and Tiemann.3

scanned across the u

A second laser was

= 0 and 1, j = 0, 1,2 and 3 vibronic bands in the B-X system.

Such a technique gives a greatly improved signal to noise ratio in comparison with
O'lr earlier studies in which labeling was done in the
recorded

u

= 0 spectrum

is of particular

theoretical

à

state.

interest

The previously un-

because

the j

= 0 and

1 sublevels lie somewhat closer together than the corresponding pairs in u~ 1 states
suggesting that these levels lie near (or ('ven below) the pseudorotational

barrier.

Efforts are underway to determine the height of the barrier from an analysis of the
u
0 spectrum.

=

I \V. E. ERNST AND S. RAKO\\"SKY. I'hys. Rn.. Ldl. 74,.'íS (1995).
H. A. ECKEL, J. 1\1.GRESS, .1. ßIELE. AND \V. DEMTI\ÖOER, J. Chflll.

2

Phy...

98,135 (1993).
11\1. 1\IEYER ZliR HEIDE, E. TIE~I,\~~. A:'iO D. WE:'iOI.A~I>T. (11111I.l'hys. /.rll.
199,590 (1992).
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MICROW AVE SPECTRUM, CONFORMA TION, INTRAMOLECULAR
HYDROGEN BONDING AND AB lNITlO CALCULA TIONS FOR 2NITROETHANOL

K.-M. Marstokk and Harald Ml'Il1enda1
Department 01 Chemistry. 7ñe University olOslo.
P. O. Bo;c1033 Blindem, N-0315 Oslo. Norway

The microwave spectrum of 2-nitroethanol has been invesûgated in the 26.5 - 39.0 GHz
spectral region at room temperature. The spectra of the ground and of six excited states of the
torsiona1 vibration of the nitro group of one rotamer were assigned and could be titted to the
ordinary Watson Hamiltonian to within the experimenta1 accuracy. The nitro group is not
rotaûng freely but has a low torsional frequency determined to be 34(10) cm-1 by relaûve
intensity measurements. The idenûfied conformer has a gauche arrangement for the Q-C-C-N
chain of atoms and is stabilized by a weak six-membered intramolecular O-H ... 0 hydrogen
bond formed between the hydrogen atom of the hydroxyl group and one of the oxygen atoms
of the nitro group. The N-O bond (where the oxygen atom is involved in intramolecular
hydrogen bonding) and the C-C bond is about 170 from being completely eclipsed. This
rotamer is at least 4 kI mol-1 more stable than any other rotameric form of the molecule. The
microwave work has been assisted by ab initio computaûons made at the MP2I6-31++G**
level of theory.

POSTER SESSION, D10

THE STRUCTURAL AND CONFORMA TIONAL PROPERTIES OF
l,2-DIPHOSPHINOETHANE AS STUDlED BY MICROW AVE
SPECTROSCOPY AND AB IINITIO CALCULA TIONS
K.-M. Marstokk and Harald Mlðllenda1

Department 01 Chenùstry. 7ñe University olOslo.
P. O. Box 1033 Blindem. N-D315 Oslo. Norway

The microwave spectrum of 1,2-diphosphinoethane has been investigated in the 11.038.0 OHz spectral region at about -40 .C. The gas phase consists of a complex
equilibrium mixture of severa1 rotameric fonns of the molecule. Four confonners. two
P-C-C-p anti and two P-C-C-P gauche with dif(erent orientations of the phosphino
groups. have been assigned. Anti // was found to be the most stable confonner that
possesses a dipole moment different from zero. Anti 1/ is 3.4(5) kJ mol-1 more stable

than Gauche V. 3.5(5) kJ mol-1 more stable than Anti ///, and 4.7(6) kJ mol-1 more
stable than Gauche /V.
One of these rotamers, Anti 11,displays tunnelling in the ground vibrational state.
The tUnnelling frequency is 8.387(48) MHz. Tunnelling is absent in the first excited state
of the C-C torsion.
The microwave work has been assisted by ab initio computations at the MP2J6310"

level of theory. Computations were carried out (or the 10 rotamers, six P-C-C-P

gauche, and (our anti (onns, that are minima on the potential energy surface. These
ca1culations predict Ibat Ibe four anti fonns are all slightly more stable than any one of Ibe
six gauche confonners. The most stable confonnation is ca1culated to be Anti /V, but this
rotamer has no dipole moment for symmetry reasons, and hence cannot be observed by
microwave spectroscopy. The agreement between the MP2J6-310..

predictions of

rotational constants and energy differences are very good in all cases where experimental
data are available.
The tendency 10prefer P-C-C-Panti confonnations is in accord with the genera1
gauche effect. Intramolecular repulsion may be of importance in at least some of the
gauche conformations leading to a stabilisation of anti rotamers by repulsive forces as
well.
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THE RENNER EFFECT IN TRIATOMIC MOLECULES:
INTENSITIES OF ROVIBRONIC TRANSITIONS
GERALD

OSMANNa,

PER JENSENa,

AND W.

P. KRAEMER6

aFB 9 - Theoretische Chemie, Bergische Universitãt - Gesamthochschule
Wuppertal, D-42097 Wuppertal, Germany;
6Max P/anck-Institut (ür Astrophysik, Karl-Schwarzschild-Strasse 1, Postfach 1523,
D-85740 Garching, Germany.

For a triatomic molecule we have developed the rovibronic Hamiltonian, basis
functions and matrix elements necessary to aIlow us to determine the energy levels
and wavefunctions in the situalion lhat lwo potential energy surfaces touch al lhe
linear configuration.1

The ca\culation of the rovibronic energy levels is complicated

by the effect of the electronic angular momentum (the Renner effect), and as well as
dealing with this problem we include spin-orbit coupling. The approach is based on
lhe MORBID Hamiltonian ancl computer program for an isolated eleclrouic slate.2
In the present work, we report a theoretical derivation of the line strengths
for electric dipole transitions between rovibronic states subject to the Renner effect.
The line strengths are calculatecl from the rovibronic wavefunctions generated by the
RENNER program and from five functions clepending on the nuclear coordinates:
Two "diagonal" dipole moment components for eaclt of the two Renner electronic
states and one additional function definiug the transition moment betweeu the two
states.
We are presentIy implementing the new theory in an computer program based
on the RENNER program.

\Ve hope that at the conference, we shall be able to

present preliminary ca\culations of line strengths for rovibronic transitions involving the )(2 AI and Ã281 electrouic stales3 of CHt, based on dipole moment and
lransition momeul fuuclions ralculaled ab illitio.

I P. JENSEN, M. BRUMM, W. P. KRAEMER, AND P. R. BUNKER, J. .\101.Sprctrosc. 171,31-57 (1995); M. KOLBUSZEWSKl,P. R. BUNKER, W. P. KRAMER,
G. OSMANN, AND P. JENSEN, Mol. Phys., ill press.
2 P. JENSEN, J. Mol. Spectrosc. 128,478-.';01 (1988); J. Chem. So(':.Famday TrallS.
!! 84,

1315-1340 (1988); in: ~l\Ielhocls in Compulalional

Mo\eclllar Physicsn (5.

\Vi\son and G.H.F. Diercksen, Ecls.). PI('lIum Press, New York, 1992
3 P. JENSEN, M. BRUMM, W. P. KRAEMER, AND P. R. BUNKER. J.

.1/01.

Spcrlrosc. 172, 194-204 (199.')).
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THE ROTATIONAL SPECTRUM

OF H2Te

IGOR N. KOZINA, PER JENSENA, OLIVER POLANZð, STEFAN KLEE<,
LAURENT POTEAUd, AND JEAN DEMAISONd
AFB 9

- Theoretische

Chemie, Bergisclle llniversitãt - GH Wuppertal,
D-4209ï Wuppertal, Germany;
Anorganische Cllemie, Bergisdle Universitãt - GH Wuppertal,

ðFB 9

-

D-42097 Wuppertal, Germany;
<Physikalisch-Chemisches 1nstitut, Justus-Liebig- Universitãt,
Heinrich-Buff-Ring 58, D-35392 Giessen, Germany;
dLaboratoire de Spectroscopie Hertzienne, URA CNR.S 249, Båtiment
Université de Lille 1, F-59655 Villeneuve d'Ascq, Ftance.

In the present
submillimeter-wave

work, we study the spectrum
and far infrared region.

tion is the further experimental characterization
etfect" exhibited

by the rotational

of H2Te.1 The spectrum
modulated millimeter-wave

P5,

of the H2Te molecule in the

An important

aim of this investiga-

of the anomalous "four-fold c1uster

energy levels iu the vibrational

ground state

in the region 90-472 GHz was measured with a sourcespectrometer

far-infrared sideband spectrometer.

and, betweeu 600 and 1600 GHz, with a

The far infrared spectrum from 30 to 360 cm-I

\\"as measured with a Bruker IFS 120 HR interferometer

attached to a 3 m long cell.

We have assigned 224 submil1imeter-wave lines and 1695 FIR lines. The observed
data have been analyzed by means of a modified Watson Hami1tonian. Accurate sets
of rotational and centrifugal distortion constants for all eight tellurium isotopomers
were obtained.
This work was supported
(through Forschergruppe

in part by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

grants Bu 152/12-4 and Bu 152/12-5), by the European

Commission through contract no. CHRX-CT94-0665 ~Highly Excited Rovibrational
States", and by the Fonds der Chemischen Industrie. I. N. K. is grateful to the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) for a fellowship.

I P. .JEI"\SEN. G. OSMANN, AND I. N. KOZIN, in: Advanced Series in Physical
Chelllistry:

Vibration-Rotational

Spl'ctro~copy and :\lol('cular ()ynalllic~ (D. I'a-

pous('k, Ed.). \Vorld Scientifìc I'lIhlishin!1;('olllpany. Sin!1;apC>TI',
in pn'~~.
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THE HITRAN ATMOSPHERIC

WORKSTATION

(HAWKS)

L. S. ROTHMAN

Harvard-Smithsonian Center (or Astrophysics, Atomic and Molecular Physics
Division, Mail Stop 50, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge MA 02138, USA

A new edition of the HITRAN molecular spectroscopíc database has been released this year. It is included in a compilation called HAWKS (HITRAN Atmospheric Workstation).

HAWKS represents more ful1y a "matter"

database. Besides

an updated HITRAN high-resolution molecular database of about one million transitions, there are files of aerosol indices of refraction, UV líne-by-line and cross-section
parameters, supplemental files of gases such as ionic species and ozone parameters
suitable for atmospheric non-Iocal thermodynamic equilibrium conditions, extensive
IR cross-sections now at different pressures and temperatures,

and molecular pa-

rameters suitable for modelíng high-temperature radiance. In additíon there ís a
moderate-resolution band-modeI code, MODTRAN3. There is aIso vastly improved
software handling of the data in both WINDOWS and UNIX platforms, such as
more sophisticated

seIection filters, plotting capabilities, pointers to significant ref-

erences, and documentation.
presentation

HAWKS is being made avai1able on CD-ROM. This

will discuss some of the interesting features that are present on the

compi1ation as wel1 as give some interesting examples of new capabilities.
The current effort has been supported by the Atmospheric Radiatíon Measurement program under the Department of Energy interagency agreement No. DEA106-90RL12076 as wel1 as the AF Office of Scientific Research.
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THE MICROW AVE SPECTRA AND DIPOLE MOMENTS OF
CIS-GL YOXAL AND CIS-GL YOXAL-DI
H. Habner, A. Burlcerl, A. Leeser, W.Hatl11er.D.A. Ramsay
Universilðl UIm, Ableilllng Chemische Physik
D-89069 Ulm, GermoJl)l
Approximate1y 600 rotaûonallines of glyoxa1 and glyoxa1-dI have been measured in
the region 8

- 140 GHz.

Rotational

assignments

have been made for both molecules

in

their ground states and in the first and second levels ofthe torsional vibraûon v7 as
we11as for the low-lying bending leve1v5. The dipole moments ofboth molecules
have been determined ftom Stark effect measurements. Using these data and by
comparing the re1aûve intensiûes oflines ofglyoxa1 and COS in the same spectral
region, a value has been obtained for the energy difference between the cis- and transforms of glyoxal. Evidence will be presented for a smaJ]torsional splitting in the
y7

= Ilevel

ofC2H2<>2.

POSTER SESSION, D15

GROUND STATE PROPERTIES OF FLUOROCARBENE (HCF) BY MODR
SPECTROSCOPY IN THE SYSTEM Ã IA. - XI A'
M.Gamperlin'{, M. Womer. D.Braun, olld W.Hüllller
Universittit UIm, Abteilung Chemische Physik
D-89069 Ulm, GermollY
HCF is an unstable 11:species and. as the other members ofthe carbene series.
of fundamenta1 chenùcal interest. Pure rotational transitions have not been reponed
presumably on grounds of the lifeÛlneof a few ms at low pressure wlúch is unfavourably short for microwave spectroscopy. Doppler limited rotational and c.d. constants
are known ftom dye laser excitation work1. as is the l1a dipole component ftom
Doppler limited laser Stark spectroscopy2. The spin-rotation and rotational g-tensors
have partly been detennind by intermodulated fluorescence3.
We bave employed the MODR technique for aclúeving line widths of the
order ofl MHZ. and therefore much lúgher resolution than in the previous work1.2.3.
our main reason for starting tlús investigation was to measure the I1bdipole moment
component. and to complete the information extractable ftom Zeeman splittings in
lúgh fields. Detai1s of the apparatus and numerical results of the anaIysis of the
MODR signals wi11be presented.

1 M.Kakimoto. S.Saito. and E.Hirota, J.Mo1.Spectrosc.88(l981)200.
2 R.N.Dixon and N.G. Wright. Chem.Phys.Lett.l00(l983)311.
3 T.Suzuki and E.Hirota, J.Chem.Phys.85(1986)5541.
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MODR DETECfED

HYPERFINE STRUCTURE OF FIELD TUNED

AVOIDED SINGLET- TRIPLET CROSSINGS IN mE
SYSTEM OF THIOFORMALDEHYDE

~

Ã · A2

- X· A1

andW.Hriltner

Universill11UIm, Ableilrmg Chemische Physik
D-89069 UIm, Germany
Anticrossing type perturbations in the Zeeman splittings of MODR signals in
the 41 Ã' A2 X1A. system of H2CS have been shown to arise ftom interaction

-

with the ã 3A2 state and have been used to identüy and loca1ize the perturbing
rovibrationa1 triplet leve1s1. All avoided crossings observed 50 far appear in rotationa1
states with para11elhydrogen spins and show singlet. doublet or triplet hyperfine
structures which might be useful for explaining the nature of the underlying singlettriplet perturbation.
Since the experimenta1 perturbation strengths are of the order of 1 to 10 MHZ
it is justified assuming that either the spin-orbit interaction or the hydrogen nucleare1ectronic spin-spin interactions or both are responsible. A detailed anaJysis has shown
that spin-orbit coupling is present in several ofthe recorded crossings. This stringently
implies the existence ofyet unidentified singlet-type avoided crossings which we hope
to detect soon in observing the Zeeman effect of rotationa1 states with antipara11el
nuc1ear spins.

The poster will present high-resolution spectra and plots of ftequency
displacementsversusfieldstrengthof crossings,and comparisonwith theory.

1 T.Weber, W.Hüttner, and D.A.Ramsay, Can. J. Phys. 72(1994)1187.
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AN AB INIT/O STUDY ON THE EQUlLmRIUM STRUCTURE
AND HCN BENDING POTENTIAL ENERGY FUNCTION OF
FULMINIC ACID
JACEK KopuT",

BRENDA P. WINNEWISSER.,

MANFRED WINNEWISSER.

4Department o{ Chemistry, Adam Mickiewicz University, 60-780 Pozna1Í, Po/;tnd
.Institute o{ Physica/ Chemistry, Justus Liebig University, 35392 Giesse/J, GermallY

The molecular parameters

of fulminic acid, HCNO, have been determined in

large-scale ab initio ca\culations usiug the coupled-cIuster method, CCSD(T), aud
basis sets of double- to quadruple-zeta quality. With the largest basis set employed,
cc-pVQZ, the equilibrium structure

with the parameters r(HC)

of the molecule was fouud to be slightly bent,

= 1.0615Å, r(CN) =

1.1648Å, r(NO) = 1.2025Å,

L(HCN) = 165.134, L(NCO) = 176.584. The potential energy function for the largeamplitude HCN bending motion was determined
traordinarily

to be strongly allharmonic, ex-

ßat over a range of more thau 20 degrees from the linear configuration.

The barrier to linearity of the HCNO chain was determined to be only 7 cm-1 with
the cc-pVQZ basis set and about 3 cm-1 at the limit of an infinite one-particle basis
set. It was shown that the shape of the potential energy function is due to a delicate
balauce between different electron correlation effects.
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AB INITIO POTENTlAL ENERGY SURFACES AND ENERGY
LEVELS OF LARGE-AMPLlTUDE MOTIONS FOR
QUASI-SYMMETRIC

TOP MOLECULES

JAGEK KOPUT *

Department

o( Chemistry, Adam MickiewÏC'.zUniversity, 60-780 PoznalÍ, Poland

The potential energy surfacE'.sof methyl isocyanate, CH3NCO, methyl isothiocyanate, CH3NCS, and silyl isocyanate, SiH3NCO, have been investigated in quantum-mechanical

ab initio calculations at the SCF, MP2-MP4, and CCSD(T) levels

of theory.

Total energies of the three molecules were ca\culated as functions of

coordinates

of the two large-amplitude

motions, namely the CNCfSiNC

bending

motion and internal rotation of the l11ethylfsilyl group. It was shown that the perturbational

Møller-Plesset method is inadequate, at least up to full fourth order, for

reliable predicting the shape of the potential energy sunaces of the quasi-symmetric
top molecules. Energy levels of the large-amplitude motions and vibrational dependence of the effective rotational constants B are determined using an approximate
five-dimensional Hamiltonian accounting explicitly for the large-amplitude motions
and overall rotation.
At the l110st advanced level employed, CCSD(T) with the
cc-p VTZ basis set, the theoretical rE'.sultsare in good agreement with experimental
data and consistent with the quasi-sYl11l11etrictop model of the l1101ecules.

* Thr u>orkwa.. i71part ..uppor.tcd by lI1c I'oli..h Slatc Commillff for Sriclllijic
:'farch ulldrr1'olltrart f] 1':/0:1067 07.
- 46-
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THE MICROWA VE SPECfRUM

OF O-CRESOL

A Welzel.~and~

InstitutfìJr Physilwlische Chemie, RWTH Aachen
Templergraben 59
52056 Aachen, Germany

Using a molecular bearn Fouriertransfonn

microwave spectrometer we measured

and assigned the rotational spectrum of o-cresol (2-methyl-phenol) in its torvibronic
ground state.
In contrast to phenol, where two equivalent minima for the internal rotation of the
OH group result in a tunneling splitting of 811rotational lines, o-cresol has two nonequivalent nùnima. TIùs leads to two different spectra for the cis and the trans
confonners. Additionally, many lines are split due to internal rotation of the methyl
group. In contrast to toluene, where due to the C2vsymmetry ofthe benzene ftame only
a V6 hindering potential is present, in o-cresol the neighbourhood of the OH group
produces a V] contribution causing a much higher hindering potential and therefore
much narrower intemal rotation splittings.
We will discuss the molecular structure and the different methyl hindering potentials
for the cis and the trans confonners.
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THE MOLECULARSTRUcrURE OF
METHYLSULFONYLFLUORIDE, CH3S02F
.~
I

N. Heineking', I Merke2. and W Stahl2

Institut .ftir Physikalische und
Hessische

1ñeore/ische

Chemie, Humbold Ulliversitðt Berlill,

Straße 1-2, D-IOI J7 Berlill, GermOllY

1 Institut jür Physikalische
Templergrabell 59, D-52056

Chemie, RWTH.
Aachell, GermallY

The microwave spectra of the normal isotopomer of methylsulfonyl t1uoride
CH3S<>2F and its sulfur-34, carbon-13, and oxygen-18 isotopomers

have been

recorded with a molecular beam Fouriertransform microwave spectrometer

in the

tTequency range up to 40 GHz. The rotational constants and aIl quartic centrifugal
distortion constants could be determined for all isotopomers. Many rotational lines
show a smal\ hyperfine structure due to internal rotation of the methyl group and/or
spin rotation coupling of the t1uorinenucleus. The ground state effective structure and
a partial substitution structure have been determined.
Even though the rotational temperature in the molecular beam is just some
Kelvin, the vibrational temperature may be much higher. A number of transitions
attributed to methylsulfonyl t1uoride in three excited vibrational states have also been
recorded. The height ofthe barrier hindering intemal rotation ofthe methyl group has
been deduced tTom the splittings ofthe torsionally excited state transitions.
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Effect of Instrumenta1

Shape

E\mction

by FTIR

on the Intensity

Measurements

Spectroscopy

KOICIII M. T. YAMADA AND MJKE FABJAN
N.1!;Ollitl IlIs!i!ute

(or AdVitllCf',lllIterdisciplillary
RcsearcJJ (NAIR),
Tsukuba 305, Japall

1Ii~,1..1Ii 1-1-4,

Acrording to Lambert-Beer's 1aw the transmittance of monochromatic radiation
is given hy
T(V)

= I(v)/Io(v) = exp [-K(V)X]

where 10 represents the intensity of the incident light, 1 the transmitted

(1)
intensity,

and X the optica1 depth. The absorptioo coefficient K is expressed by the integrated
absorption coefficient (line intensity) S and the norma1ized profi1e function f(vas
K(V)

= Sf(v -

vo)

.

vo)

(2)

Thus, the line intensity can be derived by fìtting the observed line conlollr, which
is represented by the transmittance

T(V), with a proper profì1e function, e.g. the

Voigt function.
In actual cases, because the radiation is not monochromatic, or the reso1ution of
the spertrometer

can not be incrf>.asedto infìnity, the observed absorption profì1e is

not identical with the true transmittance

T(V) defìned by Eq. (1); the observed

profìle is a convo1ution of T(V) and the instrumeotal
spectroscopy, the shape function is deternúoed

shape function.

In FTIR

by the apodization proredure; e.g.

il is lhe sinc function for the boxcar apodization.
1f the resolution of the spectrometer

is bigh eoough, we cao safely neglect the

effect of the instrumeota1 shape functioo on the intensity measurements.

10 the

present stlldy, we have evaluated the errors in the intensity determination

caused

by 1I",~"'rt ur the inslrumental

f'ffrct hy silllnlaling the absorption profìl(.s.
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S.T.D.S. SphericaJ Top Data System: A software for the simuJation of
sphericaJ top spectra
CH. WENGER AND J.P.

CHAMPION

Laboratoire de Physique de /'Université de Bourgogne
Unité associée au C.N.R.S.
Allée A. Savary,B.P. 138.21004DlJON.FRANCE
Spherical top molecules are knowo for the complexity of their spectra I . The
STDS so[tware presented here is illtended to allow the user to calculate energy
levels (including Stark splittings)

or transition

frequencies aod intensities o[ any

band systems of spherical tops whose aoalyses have been performed over the recent
<ll'cades or are presently in progress. STDS is a complementary tool of the TDS DOS
package

1

. Jt is designed [or UNIX workstations. It consists of a complete library

o[ FORTRAN

(ANSI 77) routines managed by a single UNIX. STDS generates

predictioo ASCII files from spectroscopic constants resulting [rom data reduction
of experimental
comprehensive

spectra.

Most of spectroscopic constants

modeliog and simuJtaneous fittiog.

levels) only effective parameters
commaod syntax is:

of pheoomenological

STDS [HOLECULE/UpState_LoState

have beeo obtaioed by

In a few cases (highly excited
models are available.

The

Jmax [Fmin Fmax Tvib Trot Smin]]

The first argument HOLECULE/UpperState_LoverState

specifies the parame-

ter file oame. Jt cootaios all modeling parameters for the specified molecule and band
systems. and the values of the spectroscopic constants (Hamiltonian and transitioo
moments). Subsequeot arguments are self.explanatory.

STDS iocludes more thao 80

band systems for the following molecules: I1CH4. 13CH4. 11CD4. 13CD4, 116SnH4.
18SiF4. 18SiH4. 19SiH4. 3OSiH4. 7OGeH4. nGeH4. 73GeH4. 74GeH4. 76GeH4' CF4,
S F6. Compared to other databases contaioing esseotially experimental or precalcu.
I"l..d <lata, (fixt'd numbcr o[ lrallsitions).
t'xlrapolalion

STDS offers cllhall("..<Iflcxihility for lhc

o[ all availahlc rcsults of data analyscs of spht'riral tops. Typical ex-

amplcs con("erning both applied and fundamental reasearch will be presellted. STDS
is obtainable

by ftp allonymous al jupiter.u.bourgoglle.fr

I J.P. CHAMPION et aI. Spherkal top spl'ctra. In J(.N. Rao afld A. Wcbcr cditor...
SpcclroscoP!l of the Enrth 's Atmo..phr.re afld Ifltcrstel1ar Mrdium. Acadcmic Prl'ss,
INC. U.S.A.. (!992).
2 VL.G.

TVU7EREV

H9 (199.1).
.50 -

l't al. J. Qual/t.

Spr("/rosr..

Radint.

Trnl/l'frT 52(3/4)

. ,1.~9-
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EXTENSION OF DVR-DGB APPROACn ON TETRATOMIC
MOLECULES : APPLICATION TO FORMALDEHYDE AND
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
MIRJANA MUDENOVlé

lnstitut für Physikaliscbe Chemie, (Jniversitãt Gõttingell, Tammanllstr.6, D-37077
Gõttillgell, Germany
A new method

to calculate

molecules is developed.
(Jacobi-type)
representation
sentation

coordinates

vibrational

euergy levels of general tetratomic

The method employs body-fixed mass-sca\t'd orthogonal
and inc\udes all internal degrees of freedom. The matrix

of the Hamiltonian

is forl11f'dcombining the discrete variable repre-

(DVR) of angular coordinatf's and a real 3D distributed

(DGB) for radial degrees of freedom.
diagonalization/truncation

Contraction

Gaussian basis

schemes resulting from several

steps art' employed. The final full 6D Hamiltonian

ma-

trix of relatively modest size is diagonalized to give vibrational energies and wave
functions. The performance
other methods.

of the DVR-DGB algorithm appears competitive with

Results wi1\ be presented for formaldehyde (H2CO), a relatively rigid molecule
with pronounced

Fermi resonances,

and hydrogen peroxide (H202), which is the

simplest molecule exhibiting large amplitude

torsional motion. Expectation values

of various quantities (internal coordinates and rotational constants) are calculated
and discussed.
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I\ULLlMETER-WA

VE AB50RPTION

FREE JET 5PECTRUM AND

BARRIERS TO INTERNAL ROTATlON IN p-ANISALDEIIYDE.
5 Melandri3, A. Marisa, P.G. Faver03, L.B. Faverob and W. Caminati3
QDipartimento di Chimica "G.C;am;c;t11I"dell'Universitå, Via Selmi 2, 1-40126
Bologna. (ltaly);
b lstitllto di Spettroscop;a Molecolare del CN.R., Via Gobett; 101, 1-40129 BologlIQ
(ltaly);
The complexity of the rotaûonal spectJUm of p-anisaldehyde caused by the
distribution of the population over many torsiona1ly excited statcs at room temperature
prevented the idenûficaûon of single rotaûonal transiûons for a very long time. The high
resolution spectrum of the Q1ltyand J)I1Iconformer has been assigned) but there stil\ is
some doubt about the very intense intermediate band observed in the low resoluûon
microwave spectrum2.
The rotational spectrum of p-anisaldehyde in a SUper50nic expansion has been
investigated in the ftequency range 60-78 GHz. Transitions up to J=60 have been
measured for the anti and .5)71conformers a1Iowing the determinaûon of fourth order
centrifugal distomon constants. Splitting of some lines caused by the interaction with the
methyl group rotation was also observed a1Iowing the determinaûon of the potentiaJ
energy barrier for this motion for botb conformers.
AIthough a supersonic expansion was used, two vibraûonal satellites, probably
belonging to the methoxyl torsioD, have been observed. Tbe jet condiûons, in particular
the stagnation pressure of the carricr gas, can be easily adjusted in ordcr to control the
degree of cooling achicvcd in tbe expansion. This fcature was used in the present work
10 cnhance the intcnsities of thc vibraûonaJ satellites.
Applying a two dimensional Oexible mode1 to the mcthoxy and aJdchydic group
intemaJ rotaûons a very high dcnsity of the torsiona1 statcs has been caJculatcd, which
could account for a very intense band observed in prcvious LRMW work.
Bohn R.K., Farag M 5., Ott C.M., Radhakrishnan
J. MIII. Stnlct.

t991,268,

107.

2 Sleinmetz W.E. J.Am.Chem.Soc. 1974,96,685.

1., Sorenson

S.A., True N.S.
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INTERNAL ROTA TlON OF THE AROMA TIC RINGS IN STlLBENE-LIKE
MOLECULES: FREE JET ABSORPTION MlLLIMETER-W

A VE SPECfRUM

OF TRANS-(2-PYRIDYL)-2-(4-PYRIDYL)-ETHYLENE.
S.Melandri. G.Maccaferri,W.Caminati.,and P.G. Favero
Diparlimenlo di Chimica "G.Ciamician" de//'Universitå, Via Se/mi 2, /-40126 B%glla,
(1la/y)
The ftee jet millimeter wave spectrurn of trans-I-(2-pyridyl)-2-(4-pyridyl)-ethylene
has been investigated in the 60-78 GHz ftequency range. The rot8ûonal spectrum of one
conformer has been assigned. The inertial defect (-1.17 uA2.) is in agreement with a
planar configuraûon and large amplitude out-of-plane internal moûons.
Comparisons are made with trans-stilbene, for which an inertial defect of about -15
uA2 has been reported.
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Comparison of the Self- and Air Broadening
in the Vh V1, &1:1,
and 2V1Bands of H1S
BERND SUMPF, JÖRG WASCHULL, AND INGO MEUSEL

Optisches Institut der Technischen Universitãt Berlin, Sekr. PN 0-1
Hardenbergstr. 36, D-I0623 Berlin, Germany
e-mai1: tdlas@marie.physik.tu-berlin.de
In this report we summarize our experimental results concerning self- and air
broadening in the three fundamental and in one combination band of H1Sin tbe mid
infrared region. The experiments were carried out with a diode laser spectrometer
in pulsed operation and include

.

17lines from the Vl band1 (near 2614.4 cm-1) (3

:5J":5 17,0:5 K::5 6),

. 23 lines from the V1band1 (1182.7 cm-I) (1 :5 J" :5 9, 0 :5 K: :5 5),

.

.

9 lines from the V3band3 (2627.5 cm-1) (3

:5J" :59, 1 :5 K: :5 7), and

13 lines from the 2V1 band

:5 J":5 13, 1 :5 K: :5 5).

(2353.9 cm-1)

(4

Within the studied quantull1 number range the results show a characteristic
decrease of the self- and air-broadening coefficients with increasing J" but no significant trend in the dependence on /<:. The self-broadening coefficients vary between
0.223 cm-1/atm (small J") and 0.121 cm-I/atm (Iarge J") and the air-broadening
coefficients between 0.11 cm-I/atm and 0.032 cm-1/atm.

The quantum number dependence for H1Sis different from those observed in the
case of 501 where a significant trend was found only in the K:-dependence.~ This
corresponds to the different rotational constants of the molecules.

B. Sumpf acknowledges a grant from the "Dt"utsche Forschungsgemeinschaft".
.1. \Vaschull acknowledges the support by the "Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt".

I B. SU~IPF, I. ~1EUSEL, H.-O. KRONFELDT, J. Mol. Sprrlm$r. 177.(1996)
l.1. \VASCIIULL. F. KÜHNEMANN,B. SUMPF,
J. '\/01. Spcclrosc. 165, liiO-lii8 (199-1)
, B. SU~IPF. I_~IEUSEL, H.-O. KIIONFELDT..J. Jlol. Sprrlro.<r. 177. (1996)
t B. SUMPF. r-.l. SCIIÖ:'IE. H.-O. KRONFf.l.OT..J. Mol. Sprrlrn.<r. (1996)
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Self- and Foreign-Gas Broadening
in the 111
+113Band of S02
BERND 8UMPF",

o

ANDREAS KISSELo, VLADlMIR V. LAZAREV~, AND
HEINZ-DETLEF
KRONFELDTo

Optisches Institut der Tedl1lischeJlIlJliversitåtBerlin, Sekr. PN 0-1

HardeJlbergstr. 36, D-10623 Berlin, Germany
e-mail: tdlas@marie.physik.tu-berlin.de
~Institute o[ Atmospheric Optics, Siberian Branch, Russian Academy o[ Science,
Akademicheskii A ve., 634055 Tomsk, Russia

The self-broadening coeflicients for 118 lines in the 111+113
band of 802 were
studied in the spectral region between 2464 cm-1 and 2503 cm-1 applying a three
channel tunable diode laser spectrometer in pulsed operation. Beside the systematic studies of the quantum number dependence of the self-broadening coeflicients
experiments on the perturber dependence of the broadening and shift coeflicients
for collisions with N2, O2, H2, air, helium, neon, argon, krypton, and xenon were
carried out for selected lines.
In the case of the self-broadening a pronounced decrease of the broadening coeflicient with increasing K: was observed as already known from the 111band1 and
the 113band.2 Both the absolute values and the dependence of the broadening coeffìcient on J" and K: are comparable for all three bands. This is in contrast to the
theoretical prediction by Tejwani3 who calculated broadening coeflicients applying
the Anderson- Tsao-Curnutte theory. The trend 1R-h-oncla< 1P-h-o""h < 1q-h-o..ch
was found for lines from different branches but the same ground state as predicted
by the theory.

The difl'erence of the foreign-gas broadening coeflicientswi11be compared to
those published previously for 8024 and theoretical calculations5

.

B. Sumpf acknowledges a grant from the "Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft".
V. V. Lazarev acknowledges the support by the "Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst" .
The project was supported by the "Deutsche ForschungsgemeinschaCt"
1 B. SUMPF, O. FLEISCHMANN, H.-D. KRONFELDT,
J. Mol. Spectrosc. 176 (1996)
2 B. SUMPF, M. SCIIÖNE, H.-D. KRONFELDT, J. Mol. Spcdro.<C'.(1996)
3 G.D. TEJWANI, J. Chem. Phys. 57,4676-4681, (1972)
4

B. SUMPF,O. FLEISCIIMANN,
J. WASCHULL,
Y. HEINER,

5

V.V. LAZAREV,YU.N. PONOMAREV,B. 8UMPF,O. FLEISCIIMANN.

AND H.-D.

KRONFELDT, Infrared Phys. Tcchnol. 36,439-445

(1995)

J. WASCIIULL, H.-D. KRONFELDT, AND V.N. STROINOVA,
J. Mol. Spcclrosc. 173. 177-19:1. (1995)
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THEORETICAL

STUDY OF INTERNAL ROTATIONS SPECTRA

IN

COMPLEX L[MX3] MOLECULES
A.V.Romanets and L.P.Sukhanov
Russian Scientific Center nKurchatovInstituten, Moscow lf318f, RUSSIA
During last 20 years owing to the successes o{ precise experimental
investigation

methods o{

o{ molecular systems as well as to the considerable progress o{ their

computer simulation, the whole c1ass o{ ftoppy molecules was revealed. The individual {ragments o{ these molecules are able to move almost in a {ree manner along
certain directions at the distances which are compared with the sizes o{ molecule
itsel{. 5uch large amplitude motions (LAM) result in anomalous character o{ the
electron diffraction data, microwave, IR, Raman, NMR, ESR spectra, dipole moments, thermodynamic

{unctions and chemical reactivity o{ appropriate

molecules.

The special interest to the structural non-rigidity phenomenon is caused by above
mentioned LAM consequences as well as by necessity to apply the original both
theoretical and experimental approaches {or study o{ the LAM exhibitions.
At present talk the spectroscopic and electrooptical exhibitions o{ LAM within
complex L[MX3] (L-alkali

metal, M-element

o{ IIA and VA group, X=H,F,O)

molecules are studied on the basis o{ ab initio calculated potential energy sur{aces
and dipole moment {unctions using the finite element method (1,2]. The tunneling
splittings o{ energy levels with number n which are accessible {or high resolution
vibrational

spectroscopy appear {or these molecules only at n ~ 10. It is shown

that internal rotations within studied molecules are able to diminish abruptly their
polarity at vibrationally

excited levels which are suflìciently {ar-away {rom the top

o{ potential barrier o{ the intramolecular

rearrangements.

The experimental

con-

ditions o{ the predicted electrooptical effect observation in nonuni{orm microwave
electric field are discussed for this and other types of fIoppy molecules.
The research described in this talk was made possible in part by Grant No.
96-03-34250 from Russian Fundamental Research Foundation.
References
1. S.G.Potapov,
2.
- 56-

L.P.Sukhanov, G.V.Shlyapnikov,

V.V.GIISCV, S.G.Potapov,
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PRESSURE INDUCED LlNE SHlFT MEASUREMENTS
OF THE v2 BAND OF C2H2 AT 13.5 11m.

F. Rohart. A. Babay, V. Lemaire, and B. Lemoine.
Laboratoire de Spectroscopie Hertzitlllle
Cf'lItre d' ft/ldes f't de Recllf'rcllf'SLasf'rs f't Applicatiolls
Ulliversité de Lille I
59655 Villtlltllvf' d'Ascq Cf'dex, FrallCf

The interpretation of spectroscopic data of Earth and planetary
atmospheres requires a good knowledge of the molecular parameters of
involved species, such as the collisional dependences of line broadenings
and shiftings.
Pressure induced line shifts are generaly small and thus diHicult to be
determined. In this purpose, an infrared diode laser spectrometer has been
employed, using the following quite sensitive technique 1,2: the diode laser
is stabilised on the absorption peak of the molecular 1ine under study;
pressure induced line shifts entail frequency drifts of the stabilised laser;
these shifls are monitored by a frequency discrimination techniqul' using a
reference cell filled with the same active gas set at a fixed pressure.
We present experimental resu1ts obtained on the R-branch of the v2
band of C2H2 at 135 11m.Used buffer gases were N:z, H:z, Ar and He. 50me
theoretical calculations, done by J.P. Bouanich, will be also presented.

I F. Raynaud. B. Lemoine aOO F. Rohart.J. Mol. Spectrosc. 138.58+592
(1994).
2 V. Lemaire. A. Babay. B. Lemoine. F. Rohart and J.P. Bouanich. J. MoI. Spectro<c. in prc.. (1996).
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SPECfROSCOPY

OF TiH: ROT ATIONAL ANAL YSIS

OF TIIE 4r -} X4cþ (0,0) BAND AT 530 nm.

O.Launila and B.Lindgren

Department 01Physics, Stockholm University
80J:6730 S-I1385 Stockholm, Sweden

Emission bands of the TiH radica1 in the region 18000 - 20000 cm-1 have been recorded
bolh wilh grnling specttogrnph and Fourier lransform techniques. The rotaliona1
structure of the 530 nm band, which is sttongest one of the three observed bands, has
been ana1yzed and molecular parameters have been derived for the electtonic states
involved. The electtonic assignment of this band is confinned as 4r -} X4CÞ,with a
heavily perturbed upper slate. The principa1parameters (cm.l) of the ana1yzed stales are:
,t4cþ (v=O): A = 33.083(29) ,8 = 5.36206(19) and y = 0.1823(27). 4r (v=O): T

=

18878.10(47), A = 41.54(10), 8 = 5.7408(22), Y = -4.33(12) and A = 0.77(14). The
derived flfSlorder spin-orbil parameler va1uesof x4CÞand 4r are shown 10 be consislenl
with Ihe electtonic configurations futa and 1)!t1t',respectively. The loca1 perturbations in
Ihe 4r slale are discussed and argumenls are given 10 suggest thal Ihe dominating
penurber is of4cþ symmetty.

J.CJrem.Phys. in press
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5PECTRA AND VIBRATIONAL PREDI550CIATION

DYNAHIC5

OF THE Ne...C12 VAN DER WAAL5 COHPLEX
A. A. Buchachenko

and

N. F. 5tepanov

Laboratory of Holecular Structure and Quantum Hechanics,
Department of Chemistry, Hoscov State University,
Hoscov 119899, Russia

Accurate quantum calculations on the spectroscopic
constants of the Ne...C12 van der Waals complex in the
XO+(lL+)
and BO+(3ß)
electronic states. The interaction
9
u
potentials are
evaluated by
means
of
different
semiempiricalmodels formulated in the frame of first-order
intermolecular diatomics-in-molecule perturbation theory.
It is shown that the spin-orbit (50) interaction strongly
affects the topology of ground-state potential energy
surface (PE5) leaving the B-state PES unaltered. As a
result, non-relativisticmodel is unable to reproduce even
the sign of B +-- X transition frequency shift in the
complex, whereas the inclusion of atomic SO contribution
provides the quantitative estimation of the measured shift.
For the B state comparison is made also with empirical
interaction potential. It is found that the existence of
secondary linear minimum on the semiempirical PES in
addition to the global minimum in the T-shaped geometry
does not affect neither spectroscopic parameters nor the
vibrational predissociation dynamics. The
structure
parameters, dissociation energies, and predissociation
linewidths computed with the relativistic semiempirical
PES's are in excellent agreement with the experimental
data.
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IIIGII RESOLUTION INFRARED SPECTRA OF OZONE
ANAL YSIS OF TIIE 2vI + V2+ 2vJ BAND

A. Barbe'.

S. Mikhailenko2.

J 1. Plateaux'

and VI.G. Tvuterev'
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1 Akac!el1l;che.<kii Â"', T01l/.\k - 63-1055 RII.ma.

The high resolulion infrared speclra of 160) have been recorded. using Ihe FTS of
Rcims. at a resolution of 0.008 cm.I, SIN = 300 , wilh a sel up design for ozone

White

cell of 3600 cm palhlenglh and pressure of ozone on the order of 40 Torr This permits
to observe lines with inlensilies lower Ihe 1.0 x \0,21cm'l/molecule cm'2 al 296 K. Here,
we presenl the analysis of 2vI + Vz+ 2v) band, which is observed for the firsl lime.
appearing

in Ihe 4800

cm-I. Transilions

up 10 J

= SO and

K.

= 9 have

been assigned, The

final RMS. on 16S energy levels is 1.9 x \0') cm.I, on Ihe order of experimenlal
accuracy, It has been necessary 10 involve in Ihe treatment Ihe (141) Slale which slightly
perturbs K. levels = 1 or 2 (212) through Coriolisresonance.The transition moment
operators are also derived from linc intcnsities. We present here the lIamiltonian
parameters,
calculated

transition
spectra.

moment

operators,

as well as comparison

between

observed

and
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MEASUREMENTS

ON THE LOW INFRARED BANDS OF CS2 FOR
CALIBRA TION PURPOSES

T. Ahonen, S. Alanko, R. Anttila, V-M. Homeman,
M. Koivusaari, R. Paso, J. Pietilä, and A-M.Tolonen
Departmenl 01Phys;cal Sciences. Un;vers;ty olOulu
Linnanmaa. 90570 Oulu. F;nland
The main purpose of this series of investigations on the infrared spectrum of CS2 was
to improve the caJibration possibilities in the troublesome region below 500 cm-I. The
stUdy is composed of three parts:

- The

weak

bands V\ + v2 and 3v2 in the region 1000

- 1300 cm-\ were measured in

Oulu at a resolutionof 0.0021cm-\ with BrukerIFS 120HR spectrometerby using a
longpath (96 m) cel1.The spectrawerecaJibrated againstC021aser lines. New, more
accurate ground state constants Bo

= 0.109

126043

(50) cm-\

and Do

= 1.17678

(31)xJO-8cm-\ could be derived from 83 combinationdifferences. The model for
anaJyzing the bands inc1udedthe Fermi resonance v\ + v2 I 3v2 and essentiaJ
t resonances. The standarddeviationin the fit with 8 free parameterswas 4.7 x 10-5
cm-\. StrikingintensityanomaJieswereobservedand theycould be explained in terms
ofthe Hennan-WaJliseffect.
- The lowest bands, V\ - v2 (262 cm-\) and v2 (396 cm-I), of the molecule, together
with the accompanying hot bands were measured. The fonner region was recorded in
Lund, Sweden, where synchrotron radiation was applied as the source of the Fourier
spectrometer. The v2 region was measured in Oulu. AJtogether more than 1500 lines
were assigned. Molecular constants for ten bands of 12C32S2 have been derived. In
addition some bands of other isotopomers have been anaJyzed.
- The v2 region was calibrated with the aid of 3v2 by adding the rotationallines in v2 '
2v2

- v2

and 3v2

- 2v2

bands. With this procedure

region could be transferred

to lower wavenumbers.

the high accuracy

in the 10J.1m

FinaJly, in a corresponding

way the

v\ -v2 band wascaJibratedagainstvl + v2 withthe aid OfV2' v\ -v2' v. + v2 - v\ '
2v2

- v2

and

vl + v2

both in v2 and v.

- 2v2

bands. Wavenumbers

of some residuaJ water vapour lines

- v2 regionswerestill measuredand comparedwith literature.
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Spectroscopy
of the 820 Ground PEH until14000 cm-1
Comparison between DLIF and 8EP-DFWM
Techniques
Patrick DUPRÉt, Thomas MÜLLERt, Qingguo ZHANGt and Patrick H. VACCAROt

t Department 01 Chemistry, Yale University, NEW HAVEN CT 06511, U.S.A.
t High Magnetic Field Laboratory, CNRS BP 166, 9804S GRENOBLE, France
The nonlinear SSO structure of the transient disulfur monoxide molecule, S20
provides an ideal triatomic molecular sample for studying internal atomic rearrangements. Abinitio1 and semiempirical2 calculations have identified at least two other
bond isomers in the ground Potential Energy Hypersurface (PEH), correspondillg to
the symmetrical bent SOS chain and to a closed S20(R) ring configuration. The existence of new energy minima and, even more so, the shape of the isomerization barrier
is controversial for many molecular samples. Adapted experimental techniques for
probing the ground PEH at high euergy (i.e. where the atomic rearrangemellts are
expected) have still to be imagined. The two techniques that we used are based on
an optical double resonance, the choice of the intermediate rovibrationallevel is lhe
key point.
The ]lispersed Laser !nduced Eluorescence technique was employed in a free-jet
expansion (Trol "" 1 K) for probing lhe ground PEH from several vibrationallevels of
the intense

progression

involving

the 5S streching

(V2) vibrational

mode

(v~

= 0-4,

_

A'
X 1A').3 The obtained speclra show regular progressions of the probed
vibrationallevels, and the general shape exhibits oscillations of the Frank-Condon
factor until "" 13000cm-1.

è

1

The SEP.DFWM technique4 combines lhe double resonance capabilities afforded by the S,timulated Emission f.umping with the absorption based, backgroundfree and Doppler-free response of I2egenf'rate Eour-Wave Mixing. This technique
was run for probing, at high resolution ( 0.02 cm-I), the highly vibratiollally excited levels of the ground PEH of S20 until "" 13500cm-l. Above that energy any
lransition is no longer observable which perfectly agrees with lhe shape of the different wavefunctions involved in the probe process. The assignment (in progress)
of the observed transitions dof's not show any evidence of rOlational or vibratiollal
irregularities which could be atlributable to lhf' sought species. Such a behavior
keeps open future searches for dear evidf'lIces of isomer configurations al higher
energies (up to the dissociation ellf'rgy: "" 28000 cm-1 1).
1 T. Fueno and R.J. Buenker. Thfor. Chflll. A,.la. 73. 123 (1988).
2 J.N.Murell. W.Craven. M. Vincent and Z.H.Zhn. .1101.Phy..., 56, 839 (1985).
J
4

Q. Zhang, P. Dupré, Ð. Grzybowski and P.H. Vaccaro. J. ChclII. Phy..., 103,6;
Q. Zhang, S.A. Kandel, T.A.W. WaSS(>rIllan and P.lI. Vaccaro, ./. Chl'lll. Phy

(1992).
1::"

(199.~).
96. 16.10
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OPTO-THERMAL

SPECTROSCOPY

FIRST OVERTONE TRANSITION

OF MONOFLUOROBENZENE:
OF CH STRETCHING

THE

MODES

Mario Scotoni, StefanoOss, LuciaLubichand DavideBassi
DiparlimelllO di Fisica
I

- 38050

- Ulliversilà

-

POVO

degli Sludi di Trelllo
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The understanding of vibrationa1 motions of single cold molecules is a
cha1lenging aspect of current studies in chemica1 physics. ln this contribution we
present the infi"ared spectrum of monofluorobenzene. In this experiment molecules
were cooled in a continuous molecular beam and excited by means of a pulsed dye
laser. The region ofinterest is the first overtone ofCH stretches, i.e. around 6100 cm"
'. We used a home made Raman shifter filled with hydrogen and, using the second
Stokes line we obtained the proper fTequency out ofthe laser beam. The detection ~as
made by a superconducting bolometer kept at the superconducting transition. We
recorded the energy difference between the full beam signa1 (without laser excitation)
and the signa1ofthe excited molecules as a function ofthe incoming ftequency.
ln a previous work we studied CH transitions up to 0=3 in benzene and
pentafluorobenzene', as .well as the fundamenta1 transition of CH stretching modes in
monofluorobenzene2. The substitution of one hydrogen atom with a fluorine atom in
the benzene molecule brings to a substantia1 change in the structure of the molecule
(i.e. chemica1 shifts due to electronic rearrangement)

in addition to the obvious

symmetry lowering.
Quite unexpectedly, in the first overtone transition of C~sF one does not
observe any rotationa1 contour. The measured spectrum is rather better explained in
terms of gaussian lineshapes. This could be related with a density of states in this
region large enough to account for a quasi-statistica1 behavior. The theoretica1 model
used here leads to the inclusion of quite a large number of Fermi resonances among the
four bright CH states and a proper tier of states. It seems sensible that energy flows
mainly fTom CH stretching modes toward CC stretching modes, in a 2: 1 anharmonic
resonance scheme.
'M.Scotoni, S.Furlani, L.Lubich and D.Bassi, Chem.Phys., 187 (1),3, (1994)
2M.Scotoni, S.Oss, L.Lubich, S.Furlani and D.Bassi, J.Chem.Phys:, 103,897, (1995)
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LAMB DIP SPECTRA
ISOTOPOMERS

AND VIBRATIONAL STATES OF HCL
IN THE TERAHERTZ REGION

TH. KLAUSo, S.P. BELOVb, A.H. SALECK<,AND G. WINNEWISSER",
"1. Pbysikalisches Institut, Zülpicher 8tr. 77, D-50937 Cologne, Germany
blnstitute o{ Applied Pbysics, Nizbllii Novgorod, R.ussia 603024
<SAP AG, Intemational Developlllent, D-69185 Walldor{, GerlllallY

Low J pure rotational

transitions

of hydrogen chlorine isotopomers

H35Cl,

H37Cl, D3liCl, and D37Cl have been mE'.a5uredby sub-Doppler and Doppler limited spectroscopy with the Cologlle Terahertz Spectrometerl in the frequellcy range
between 300 GHz and 1.3 THz. For the Lamb dips the frequency accuracy is estimated to be ~5 kHz. Since HCI is an important calibration standard for the FIR
region, the knowledge of accurate lille positions is required.
Furthermore the narrow line widths provided by the sub- Doppler technique have
enabled us to improve the experimental resolution of the chlorine hyperfine structure
for DCl transitions when compared to Doppler limited spectra.2 The cblorine byperfine interaction has been reanalysed together with Doppler limited measurements of
pure rotational trallsitions in vibrational states, which have been observed for the
first time for low J' +- J" transitions (J" = 0, 1 for HCl and J" = 0,1,2 for DCI).
A simultaneous

fit of the new frequencies together with transitions

ill the literature2.3 yielded isotopically iuvariaut parameters
hyperfine structure includiug their vibrational depelldences.

reported

for the rotatioll and

Recent experimelltal resuIts obtained witb the Cologne Terahertz Spectrometer
and the analysis of the HCl data will be presented.

Tbis work has been supported ill part by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
(DFG) via grant SFB 301.
I S.P. Belov, F. LewE'n, Th. KIa.lIs. and G. WinnewissE'r. J. Mol. .'ì]Kctm.<c. 174.606-61:.1
( 1995) and Refs. therein.
2 L. FlIsina, P. De Natale, M. Prevedplli. and L.R. Zink, J. '\/01. S]Kclmsc. 152, 55-61
(199:.1).
3 J.G. Nolt, .J.V. Radostitz, G. DiLonardo. K.M. EVPlIsolI. I>.A. .JPllllill~S, K.R. LpOl'old.
~I.I>. Van..k, and L.R. Zink. ./. Mo/. .'ì]Kctm.<,'. 125. :.17.1-:.1R7
(I!1R7).
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Assignment of hot lines of CH3D in the region 900-1700 cm-I and recent
results on the analysis of the IR absorption spectrum in the region
1900-3200 cm-I
NIKITIN A.Gtl. CHAMPION J.P.G. TvUTEREV VL.G"
G

AND BROWN L.R!

Laboratoire de Physique de I'Université de Bourgogne

Unité associée au C.N.R.S.
Allée A. Savary, B.P. 138 21004 Dijon, France
hGSMA, URA CNRS D 1434,Faculte des Sciences, BP 347,51062 Reims,France
<Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Cali(omia lnstitute o( Technology,
Pasadena, CA 91109 USA.
tlPermenent address: LTS,lnstitute o( Atmospheric Optics, RAN 634055Tomsk,
Russia

Infrared spectra of CH3D in the region 900-1700 cm-I adapted for hot band
investigation have been recorded at Kitt Peak. Hot band transitions of the NonadTriad system have been considered to get new information on the upper states
(so-called Nonad).

The preliminary

analysis of the IR spectra of C H3D in the

region 1900-3200 cm-1 has already been reported I
interacting vibrational

.

This region includes the nine

bands: V2, 2vs(Al + E), Vs+ V3, 2113,Vs+ vs(Al + A2 + E),

V3+ Vs, Vt, 2vs(Al + E), V4' In the present work, most of the hot lines have been

assigned to the four bands 2vs(Al + E)
Assignment

-

of hot lines for Vs + 113

V3,

-

Vs, Vs

Vs

+

V3

+ V3 -

V3, Vs

+ V3 -

- Vs is important

Vs, 2V3

because

- V3'

in the

spectrum of Vs+ 113the P-branch only was visible. Most of the upper energy levels
of the Nonad system are reached by observed transitions.

Unfortunately

the week

band Vs+ Vs could not be properly assigned. For this reason, the global fit was
limited to relatively small values of J. Recent improvements achieved for the NOllad
and Triad systems will be presented.

The Nonad Hamiltonian was expressed as a

sum of terms relating directly to the subsequent Polyads: Ground State, Triad and
NOllad

2

. Doing

so, the effects of the rovibrational

Triad system are consistently extrapolated

I A.NIKITIN, J.P.CHAMPION,

interactions

taking

place in the

into the Nonad system.

VL.G.TvUTEREV

AND L.R.BRO\YN 14th ro/lo-

quium on high resolution molrcular sprctro.cropy, Dijon 1995)
2 A.NIKITIN, J.P.CHAMPION, VL.G.TvUTEREV 14th co/loqui\ml on high rrl'oll1lio" molf'rular sprdro.cropy. Dijon 1995) ancl pap..r in preparation

-f\!i-
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STUDY OF THE

tIJ

= 1 STATE

TRANSFORM

OF 8OSeF6BY FOURlER

SPECTROMETER

M. TERKI-HASSAINE,
G. PIERRE
Laboratoire de Physique de l'Université de Bourgogne UPRES-A 5027
Théorie des systèmes moléculaires et des phénomènes non linéaires
Faculté des Sciences Mirande, A venue A. Savary
B.P. 138, 21004 Dijon Cedex France
H. BÜRGER
Anorganische Chemie, FB9, Universitãt GH,
D-42097 Wuppertal, Germany.
AND
H. WILLNER
Institut [ür Anorganische Chemie der Universitãt
D-30167 Hannover, Germany.
The Fourier Transform Infrared spectrum

of monoisotopic 80SeF6 has

been recorded with the Bruker 120 HR interferometer at Wuppertal, Germany, with
an effective resolution of nearly 3 x 1O-3cm-l, and in the 760 - 790cm-1 region.
The 8OSeF6was prepared by buming monoisotopic 80Se (99.2%) powder
in an excess of fluorine and purified by high vacuum techniques.
The analysis of infrared transitions

enables us to determine parameters

of the Hamiltoniandevellopedup to the 3110order. The standard deviation obtained
is better than 5 x 1O-4cm-l. This work is in progress, an analysis of a new spectrum
recorded at low temperature

will be also presented.
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HIGH-RESOLUTION FTlR SPECfRA OF FLOWlNG COz EXCITED BY
ACTlVE NITROGEN. EVOLUTION OF THE ROVIBRA TIONAL
POPULATION

DlSTRlBUTIONS

D. BAIU.Y and C. ROSSE1TI
Laboratoire de Physique Mo/écu/aire et App/ications, C.N.R.S. associé aux Universités
PARlS SUD et Pierre et Marie CURlE.
Université Paris-Sud - Bâtiment 350, 9/405 ORSA Y Cedex, France
The aim ofthis work is to anaIyse the collision-induced energy transfers OOtween
the vibrational modes ofC02 molecule.
14 Fourier transfonn emission spectra ûom flowing COz excited by active
IÜtrogen have been recorded in the 4.5 Jlm region with a resolution of 0.006 cm.l, for
different time intervals OOtweenthe mixing point of the two gases and the observation
point ofthe emission. The time range available in these experiments is 100-4S00JlS.
The active rùtrogen is produced in a dc discharge tuOO.It flows for a time of
about 4000 JlSuntil it is mixed with CO2 which is injected in the post decharge by means
of a movable injector. The two mixed gases then flow to the observation cell and the
emission is observed tranSVerSaDY
to the gas flow.
From measurements of intensities of all the observed rovibrationallines in each
spectrum, the rotational temperature and the populations ofthe excited vibrationallevels
ofC02 are obtained. The temporal evolution ofthese populations is reported.
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THE FIR5T OBSERVATION OF FERMI RESONANCES

IN FLOPPY

MOLECULARSYSTEMS
L.P.Sukhanov and Sh.Sh.Nabiev
Russian Scientific Center "J(urC':hatovJnstitute", Moscow J!!SJS!!,RUSSJA

On the basis of Raman spectra analysis and two- dimensional dynamic ab initio
calculations the origin of the 202 cm-I anomalous shortwave frequency shift [1] of
vibrational band of NH(X3I;-)

(T

= 77K)

radical at ammonia matrix isolation conditions

is explained. Tbe value of anomalous frequency shift of v(NH) vibra-

tional band in ammonia matrix should not be attributed
exhibition of structural

only to the spectroscopic

non-rigidity within the weak bonded complex N-H...NH3

with linear hydrogen bond. It is shown that Fermi resonances contribution

from

the molecular complex N-H...NH3 to the observed frequency shift does not exceed
10 cm-I. However this trial blue shift not more than 10 cm-I within the hydrogen
bond complex is suflìcient to explain the observed 202 cm-1 shift by means of the
manifold strengtbening of vibrational interactions of NH radical with NH3 molecules
inßuenced by the polar NH3 matrix medium.
The research described in this talk was made possible in part by Grant No. 94.
03-08586 from Russian Fundamental Research Foundation and Grant No. ~IOA300
from the International

Science Foundation and Russian Government.

References
1. V.D.Klimov, A.V.Mamchenko, Sh.Sh.Nabie\', L.P.Sukhanov, Russ.J.Phys.Chrm.
65 (1991) 1819.
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PRESSURE BROADENING AND SHJFTS IN
THE IJ3-BAND OF N02 INDUCED BY COLLISIONS WITII
NOBLE GASES, N2, "1. D2, O2, CO2, AND 501
S. BOUAZZA.,

B. SU:\IPF6. A. KISSEL6, H.-D.

KnONFELI>T6

VÍ'l'af!.mclIt de l'hys;quc, /.il/;\'crs;té ,1" Champag",'-;\rd"lIIw U";IIIS. Fr;"",'
~ Optisches lnst;tut der 7'echo;schen Un;versitiit B,'rJin. S,.kr. l'N 0 I
l1ardenbf'rJ{str. 36. D-10623 Berlin, Gcrmal/Y
c-mail: tdlil!..~mail.phJ"!.ik.tu.b..rlill.de

\'ery high rt>SOlution (0.0005 CII\-I) infrart'd spectra of N01 havt' ht'C1I rt'("orclt'rI wit h
a puls(' clriv('n diode laser spectrometer.
Thf' 1600 CI/I-1 rcgion corrcspolldillg
to 11...
IJrband hi\s heell analyst'd. 34 lillt'S (6 ~ :\''' ~ 38, 0 ~ 1\'~'< 11).wilh 1':0, pn'SSIIT<'

varyillg fWIII0.1 to 0.5 Torr alld foreigllga!' (Xc, l<r. Ar,...) fWIIlJ()()10:!:W TlJn
\\'f'r" rl'corcl,'d, using a IIerriot ..dl of 4.7 11Ipathlf'lll!;th ,h... thr Wf'akllt'ss ..f lirll's.
'1 he rrsults dcarly shows (wit hill ,'xprrilll('lItal
ac("uracy) a lIotahl,~ varial ion of shift
wilh rt'spect to N" quantum
Ilurnber. the shirts being largcr in negativ lIIa~nitucl,'
for big ,Y". One can also oote thal thc valucs of shirts arc 1101systcmatirally
lowf'r
for lI\olf'cult'S witb higber broadeniog coeflìcients as it is for 1120' . 1'111>silllilarit j,.s
and diffcr"lIccs betwef'n H20 and 1':01 will bt' disrusscd.
"8.S.

arkllowledgcs

I B.<irnsslllallll

a grant

frol/l the Deutsrh,

alld E.ßrowcll.

For.<chrlllg.<gtI1lWlscl/llfi

.J.J101. Spfriro.<c.

138, !i62 (I!JR!J)
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INFLUENCE OF EFFECTIVE VIBRATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL
MASSES ON CALCULATION OF THE ADlABATIC FUNCTION OF
THE POTENTIAL ENERGY OF DIATOMIC MOLECULES
V.F.Golovko
Institute of Atmospheric Optics. Tomsk, 634055, Russia
e-mail: gvf@lts.acad.tomsk.su

Contrary

10 ß traditional

non-adiabatic

approach.

where.

in the explicit

Corm. the mass.dependent function of the potential energy is calculated. this
paper

is devoted

10 computation

of the adiabatic

potential

for one iso1opic

species. It was shown by fittings for the carbon oxide molecule that the
"eCfective" rotational

and vibrational

distance.dependent

nuclear reduced

masses have the same values at the eql1ilibrium point of the adiabatic
potentia\.

The anharmonic

potential

energy are calculated

corrections.

coefficients

of the adiabatic

with taking

function

of the

into account non.adiabatic
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ANTISYMMETRIC

AMINO.WAGGING

BAND OF IIYDRAZINE

UP TO K'=10 LEVELS
I Gulac~k and M Krel:lewski
Faclllty ofCht'mistry. Adam M;ck;ewicz Unh'ersity, PL 60-780 Poznall. Pnland

A Valcnlin
Lnborato;re de Spectroscopie Moleculaire, Université de Par;s VJ, 4 PlaCt' JII.U;l'II,
75252 Paris, Cedex 05, Frallce
The inversions of Iwo equivalenl amino groups in hydrazine. N2U4. rcsull in
Iwo wagging moûons. symmetric and anûsymmetric. which have the band ccnters near
780 and 940 cm-I, respccûvely. In thc low resolulion spcctrum the symmelric wagging
band appears as a small hump on Ihe P branch of the much slronger anlisymmclric
wagging band.
The analysis of the high resolulion (linc widlh of 0.!)()2cm-I) infrarcd spcclrum
rccordcd al thc Univcrsily of Paris rrom 729 cm-I 10 1198 cm-I (ovcr 12()()(llincs)
shows Ihal beforc Ihe assignmcnl of Ihe symmelric wagging Þand is possihlc. Ihc
anlisymmelric wagging band musl bc fully assigncd in thc overlap rcgion.
The present analysis is an eXlcnsion of previous worlc by M.Tsuboi et al. on lhc
K'=llcvels

(l) and by N.Ohashi et al. for lhe K'=O1061evels (2) in which lhc infrarcd

spcctrum covered only the rcgion abovc 879 cm-I and Ihe analysis could nol bc
conlinued for K' grealer than 6. Belwccn 820 and 1050 cm-I morc than 4()()(llincs havc
bccn assigned 10 Ihc anlisymmclric wagging hand of hydra7.inc. I()()()or lhcm 10 lhc
band wilh K'

=7 10 10. The global

fil provcd unsuccessful. mainly duc 10 lhc slrong

anharmonic inleroclion with the symmctric wagging motion (3).
Thc observed ground stale combinalion differenccs from Ihe antisymmctric
wagging

and excited

submillimelerwave

torsional

statcs

logether

wilh

Ihe microwave

and

dala havc bccn uscd 10 calculalc Ihc improvcd ground slale

rolalional COnslanlSfor hydro7.inc.
This work has bcen supponed hy the Polish Commiuee for Rescarch (projccl
2 P303 05006) and by Ihe Europcan CommunilY (conlracl~ CI-IRX CT93 0157 and
CIPD CT94 0046).
REFERENCES
1. M.Tsuhoi. Y.Hamada. L.llcnry. J.Cha~.clas. and A.Valcnlin. J.Mol.Speclrosc. 108,
328-342 (1984).
2. N.Ohashi. L.Hcnry. J.Cha7.clas. and A. Valcnlin. J.Mo1.Spl'ctrnsc. Hi 1. 560-574
(1993).
3. W.l:.odyga and M.Kreglewski, Chenr.PhYJ.LeIt. 210. 303-306 (1993).
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TEMPERA TIJRE DEPENDENCE
Am-BROADENING

AND SIIIFf

OF OZONE

COEFFlCIENTS

M. A. H. Smith'", V. Malathy Devit, D. Chris Bennert, and C. P. Rinsland*
*Atmospheric Sclences Division, NASA Úl1Igley Research Celller.
Mail Srop 401A. Hampron. VA 23681-0001

USA

tDeparrmenr 01 Physics, 1he College 01 Wil1iam and Mary
Wil1iamsburg. VA 23187-8795

USA

High-resolution (0.005 cm'l) Fourier transform absorption spectra of ozone
broadened by dry air have been recorded at various temperatures from -630C to 290C.
Using a multispectrum nonlinear least-squares fitting procedure, I we analyzed 29
spectra simultaneously to determine air-broadening and shift coefficients and their
temperature dependences for over 440 lines in the PI band and over 350 lines in the P2
band. Room-temperature self-broadening coefficients were also determined for most
of the lines measured.

These results cover a wide range of rotational quantum

numbers: 1 S J- S 55 in the P. band, 1 S r
in both bands.

S 45 in the P2band, and Kø- S 12

A noteworthy feature of the results for both bands is that the air- and

self-broadening coefficients for transitions with Kø- = JM are much smaller than those
obtained for other lines.

Within the stated uncertainties,

the present results are

consistent with previous measurements in the PI and other 0) bands. However. in both
the P. and P2bands the retrieved temperature dependence exponents for air-broadening
are significanUy smaller than the mean value given in the 1992 HITRAN compilation.2
Comparison of the results for similar transitions in the P. and P2bands also reveals
some differences from band to band.

I

D. Chris Benner. C. P. Rinsland.

V. Malathy Devi. M. A. H. Smith. and D. Atkins. JQSRT

~. 70S(I99S).
2

L. S. Rothman.R. R. Gamache,R. H. Tipping.C. P. Rinsland.M. A. H. Smith,D. C.

Benner. V. M818thy Devi. J..M.

FI.ud. C. Camy-Peyrel.

L. R. Brown. and R. A. Tolh. JQSRT~,
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Rayleigh-Schrödinger

perturbation
Curve-crossing

VLADIMíR SPIRKO.

theory

for coupled

oscil1ators.

problems.
AND JIií.Í éíZEK6

"J. Heyrovský lnstitute of Pbysic.al Gllellli.~try, Academy of Sciences of tbe Czecb
ReJ>ublic, Dolf'jskova 3, 18223 Prague 8, Czecb Republic
6Departlllent of AJ>plied Matllelllatics, {/niversity of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario
N2L 3Gl, Canada

The Rayleigh-Schrõdiuger

perturbatiou

tbeory approach for evaluating nonadi-

abatic corrections to the adiabatic euergy levels of a system of two coupled oscillators
is geueralized to the case of the so-called l1Iixed representations which arise from the
diabatk

rrpreseutation

of a giwu prohlel1l by pl'rformiug a unitary transformation

ou the diabatic poteutial euergy matrix (tbe adiabatic representation
as a special case with a purely diagoual potential energy matrix).

is obtained

Different repre-

Sl'utations provide dilferent coupling couditions alld, cousequently, different bases
for evalua.tiou of the perturha.tiou corrl'rtiolls.

This is reflected, quite generally, in

the couvergellce and sUl1lmability properties of the perturbation

series and can be

thus used to improve the accuracy and stability of the perturbation

calculations.

The latter possibility is espl'cially important iu the r,ase of dosely coinciding levels.
Moclel I'akulatious
termiuatiou

haVl"r"VI"al..d that dlall~iug rl'prl'Seutatiolls may allow the de-

of the t'lIergil'.5 of tht'$1' levels to a high degree of accuracy eveu in the

case of strollg perturbatiou

rf'Soualll'l'5.
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A NEW SUBMM SUPERSONIC

JET SPECTROMETER

Ib..GJ:!i.QRJJ:.~Qn", F. LEWEN", M. HEPP", 1. PAK~.b,
AND .0. W'NNEW'SSER"
~l. Physiblischr:s lnstitut, Univcrsitãt zu Kóln, D-50937 Kó/ll, Gcrmany
blnstitutr: of Spr:ctroscopy, Russian Acadr:my of Scicnces, TroitzkjMoscow, Russia

Wr: have set up a new submil1imeter wave spectromeler based on a phase stabilized backward wave osciUator (BWO, RPC Islok, Fryazino, Russia). For the
BWO operation we r:mployr:d a new electronicaUy controUed e1ectromagnet and a
speciaUy designed high vollage supply providing precisely stabilized output voltage.
Thr: submiUimeter wave beam was emitled quasi-optically

by a conical hom an-

lenna and Cocused by a Ir:ßon lcns inlo the jel chambcr. A sccond lens collected the
radiation on a detcctor, a liquid helium coolcd bolomcter. A beamsplitlcr servcd to
couple a small fraction oCthe radialion onto a novcl dr:signed harmonic mixer. The
mixing eIemcnt is a planar Schotlky diode bascd on GaAs (D. G. Pavcliev, Radiophysical Faculty, State University of Nizhnii Novgorod, Russia) and has a cut 01(
frequency highcr than 3000 GHz with an idcallity Cactor oC1.1. The 5th harmonic oC
a millimeter wave synthcsizcr (Kvarz, Institute of Elcctronic Measurements, Nizhnii Novgorod, Russia) which operatcd hctween 53 and 78 GHz was mixed with the
BWO radiation.

Thc intcrmcdiatc

frcqucncy at 350 MHz was amplified by a low

noisc amplificr and was uscd to drive a phase lock loop (PLL) circuit. The referencc for the PLL and thc millimctcr wavc synthcsizcr was a rubidium refcrence with
a frcqucncy

unccrtainty

ßj f j

=

10-11.

A doublc

modulation

technique

(BWO

wave1cngth modulationfpulscd jct) was rcalizcd to incrcasc thc scnsitivity of thc
spectrometer which was uscd to mcasure ncw rotational transitions of the Ar-CO
complex in the Crequency range bctween 330 and 350 GHz.
The performancc oCthc new sub-millimetcr

wave supcrsonic jct spcctrometer

will be shown in dctail illustratcd by absorption lincs oCthc Ar-CO complcx.
Thi. work wu .upport.d

in part b)' th. D.utsch. Forschung.g.m.in.chan

(DFG) via grant SFB

]0 J and b)' th. Mini.tr)' or Sci.nc. and T.chnolog)' orth. .Ial. Nordrhcin-W..lr..l.n.
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SPECTRA OF TlIE v.. (370 cml)

AND Vs (408 cm'l) FUNDAMENTAL BANDS OF NITRYL CHLORIDF:. CIN01

J Orp1LaJ', M. Morillon-Chap~',

S. Klee~. G. Ch. Mellaus,

and M Winl1c\\is~crs

'/""11I11/('ot"fo:llvrr"nmcn/a//'hyx/c.,. IIm",'r,\'''y,!tBr''II/('II. /'() Il"x 33().J.J().2833.J /I""lI/t'II. (;"/,11/(11/\'
, L.I'M,A.,

CNRS and Umver.rì/é de l'arrs-Slld, Hðl 350, 9/.J05 (}rmy ('edex, J-r.1I/tC

s /n.</i/II/eo(l'hysìca/

Chemislry. /Jllívemty (!(GíCJ,ren. H.-BllfJ-R/IIf!.5/( 35392 (;/(',,,"". (;ermaIlY

Nitryl chloride, CIN02, is of interest in heterogeneous atmospheric chemistry. becallse il is
formed in the stratosphere by reaction of solid HCI with gaseous N20" and in the O1arinc
troposphere by reaction of NaCI (sea salt) in droplets with gaseous N20, 11119<)4, highresolution infrared spectra ofCIN02 have been obtained between 500 and 2500 c01.I,allowing
determination ofrotational constants for the VI, V2,V., and 2V6fundamentals of "CINO] [1,2]
Up to now, only one investigation of the two fundamentals below 500 cm" (\" and v,) was
reported by Morino alld Tallaka in 1965 (3]; they used microwave spectroscopy to observe
rotational transitions of CIN02 in the vibrationally excited states at 370 and 408 c01'1
However, they observed only a few transitions ofJ'CIN02 with low J and K..
In the present study, several absorption spectra of CIN02 in the 300-500 cm'l range were
recorded at resolutions ofup to 0.0017 cm.l, using the Bruker IFS-120HR Fourier-transform
spectrometer at the University of Giessen. Using these spectra, nearly 2000 transitions could
be assigned in the a-type VJ band (CI-N bond stretch) of JSCIN02, allowing accurate
determination of rotational constants, centrifugal distortion constants, and the band center
Because the b-type v, band (CI-N-o

angle bend) is much weaker, the analysis is O1ore

complex, First resuhs and interpretation with respect to the equilibrium rolalional constal1ls
and the har010nic force field ofCIN02 are presented

111J. Orphal: ..Spectroscopic tnfrarougc å Haulc Résolulion de Moléculcs InstabJcs d'lnlérêl Allno'phériqnc
CJON~, CtN~ ct BrON~". PhD Dissertation, Univcrsilé de Paris-Sud. Orsay, France, t<J<J5
[21 G. DlL"tburyand R. McPhcat: ..High Rcsolution Absorption SpecLrumof Nitryl Chloridc. CINO,. al 791
cm", XIV. ColI, High-Rcso!. Molec. Spectrosc" Postcr B28, Dijon, Francc, 1995
(JJ Y. Morino and T. Tanalta: ..Microwavc Spec1ra of Nilryl Chloridc in Ihc Excilcd Vibralional Slatcs". .1
.\(01.Speclro.<c.16, t79-190, 1965
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CO2 SIDEBAND

SATURATION

SPECTRA

OF ETHYLENE

E. Rusinek, H. Fichoux, M. Khelkhal, F. Herlemont, J. Legrand
LaboratoiN' dr Sprr.trosropir Hr.rtziennr.
Centre d'Etudrs rt dr Rrrhr.rrhr.. La..r.rs rt Appliratiol/s
Université de LilIe J, F-59655 Vil1r.neuve d'Ascq Cedu
France
E-mail:ru...inrktil..h.univ-lille1.fr

-

A. Fayt
Laboratoiredr physique moliculaire
Universiti Catholique de Louvain
e, Chemin du Cyclotron, B. 19./8 Louvain-La-Neuve - Belgium
E-mail:fayt@fyam.ucl.ac.be

A first studyl of the strong 117bal1d of ethylene (C2H.) had been performed with
the sideband spectrometer developped in Lil1e. About 40 linE'.5had beel1 measurE'd
with an accuracy of 200 kHz. Several improvemel1ts (increased tunability, enhanced
frequency stabilization and detectiol1 sensitivity, computer control) have al10wed us
to continue this study. The absolute frequency accuracy is now 30 kHz. About 200
lines have been recorded with a 300 kHz (FWHM) resolution. Quantum numbers
of these transitions range up to J=36 and /(.=11.
These very accurate data are included in a global analysis of the ground state,
11., 1110and 11\2bands which are coupled to the 117by Coriolis interactions.
The
molecular parameters of the ground state and of the V7=1 state are let frE'e and arE'
significantly improved compared to the previous analysis2. Owing to the level of
accuracy of the present study, the 117bal1d appears to be very valuable for frequency
calibration purpose.

1. .1. LEGRAND, M. AZIZI, F. HERLEMONT AND A. FAYT, J. Mol. Spcclrosc.
171, 13-21 (1995)
2. I. CAUUET, J. WALRAND. G. BLANQUET, A. VALENTlN, L. HENRY, CII.
LAMBEAU, M. DE VLEESCIIOUWER AND A. FAYT, J. Mol. Sprclrosr. 139.
191-214 (1990)

